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OBJECTIVE

• The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of acupuncture on dynamic
thiol–disulphide homeostasis and ischemia-modified albumin (IMA) levels as a 
novel oxidative stress paramater in migraine patients



MATERIALS and METHODS

• The acupuncture treatment consists of 5 sessions with 2 sessions per week. 
Blood samples have been collected before performing acupuncture, after
the 5th session of the acupuncture. And for the control group blood samples
were collected only once

• In this study, the dynamic thiol–disulphide homeostasis and IMA levels in 
the serum samples of migraine patients and healthy individuals was
determined using an automated method newly developed by Erel et al. [1]







RESULTS

• There were statistically significant differences native thiol levels patient with pre 
and post acupuncture groups compare with control group P˂0.05. However there 
was no relationship native thiol levels patient with post acupuncture groups 
compare with pre acupuncture groups  P ˃0.05. 

• There were statistically significant differences total thiol levels patient with pre and 
post acupuncture groups compare with control group P˂0.05. However there was 
no relationship total thiol levels patient with post acupuncture groups compare 
with pre acupuncture groups   P ˃0.05. 



İMA ischemia-modified albumin –S-S– dynamic disulphide bond,–SH native thiol, –SH +–S-S– total thiol, SD standart deviation

*P ˃0.05 Compare with patient with pre acupuncture groups.

** P˂0.05 Compare with control groups.



• Thiol disulfide balance and IMA levels, which are oxidative stress markers, were
increased in migraine patients compared to the control group and this was
statistically significant (p <0.05)

• We found that acupuncture treatment caused some decrease in thiol disulfide
balance but these results were not statistically significant

• Only 5 sessions could be given to these patients. It is possible that if the number
of sessions is increased, a meaningful result can be achieved



• We found that the severity and frequency of migraine attacks decreased with
acupuncture treatment. 

• We think the effect of acupuncture on dynamic thiol–disulphide homeostasis and
IMA in migraine patients has revealed that further animal and human studies are
necessary.



CONCLUSION

• This study evaluated dynamic thiol–disulphide homeostasis and IMA levels in the
serum of patients diagnosed with migraine using a novel automated colorimetric
method. (1)

• Because oxidative stress plays an important role in the pathogenesis of many
diseases, thiol chemistry has been recognized as increasingly important. (2)
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